The Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy (MCEE) is made up of two academic schools, uniquely organized to provide an educational experience that parallels the working relationship between the disciplines in industry. The two schools are the ConocoPhillips School of Geology and Geophysics (CPSGG) and the Mewbourne School of Petroleum and Geological Engineering (MPGE).

MPGE is ranked among the top three petroleum engineering programs in the country according to US News & World Report. CPSGG is consistently ranked in the top quartile among all universities teaching Geology and Geophysics.

Industry standard technology in classrooms and laboratories allow for hands-on learning for all students. OU is one of only two schools in the US to have a drilling simulator used by industry.

We have a highly diverse and multicultural student experience with over 38 countries represented.

A MCEE-specific Study Abroad Program immerses students in the culture of different countries while they take MCEE approved courses. A few examples of the countries our students and faculty travel to are Italy, Romania, Spain, and Brazil.

Several student organizations provide direct industry networking/mentorship opportunities, help the community through outreach and mentoring, and instill a sense of comradery with their peers.

CPSGG provides numerous field experiences for its students, including freshman-level introductory trips, collecting trips with the clubs, upper-division curriculum based trips, and our geology and geophysics field camps.

CPSGG encourages undergraduate research through a senior thesis, independent study, or as an undergraduate research assistant. Many students present their work at national conferences and OU-sponsored research symposiums.

MPGE is recognized by the oil and gas industry as a top-tier school in the recruitment of Petroleum Engineering students.

MPGE has a history of excellence in pioneering new technologies and techniques and producing top leaders in the oil and gas industry.

**Degree Programs**

- Environmental Geology
- Geology
- Geophysics
- Paleontology
- Petroleum Engineering
- Petroleum Geology

*MCEE also offers two accelerated degrees: the Petroleum Engineering/MBA and the Petroleum Engineering BS/MS.